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OVERVIEW

See how a Canadian energy company improved data accuracy and
accelerated business processes with the More4apps ERP Cloud Toolbox.

Our client is a large publicly traded Canadian
engineering, logistics, and energy holding
company with subsidiaries including electric
utilities, construction companies, and natural
gas production and distribution companies.
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ABOUT THE CLIENT

Products
Projects Module

Company
Canadian Energy Company

ERP System
Oracle Fusion Cloud



Our customer used our EBS Toolbox suite for over 10
years to manage their Oracle projects data accurately
and efficiently. These tools enabled rapid data entry
and updates, allowing the company to complete
critical month-end processes on time. 

After switching to Oracle Cloud, the energy company
attempted to use FBDI and ADFdi to manage project
information. However, these data loaders were
insufficient for the job. Users had to update
thousands of project demographic items on fields
unavailable in the Oracle-provided tools, such as task
DFFs. 

The team needed help with using FBDI for creation
purposes and with using the forms to update data.
Ultimately, this impacted the company’s month-end
because the Finance and IT teams didn’t have
adequate means to manage projects on Oracle Cloud. 

STRUGGLING WITH
MONTH-END ON

ORACLE FUSION CLOUD
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REPLACING FBDI AND ADFDI WITH
MORE4APPS SUITE OF TOOLS
Continuing with FBDI and ADFdi was out of the question. The energy company needed software that
would support mass downloads, updates to existing projects, and entry of new project data from
across the enterprise.

To address their month-end delays and corresponding frustrations, they decided on a known and
trusted third-party solution, More4apps’s Excel-based software for Oracle Cloud.

We were heavy users of the
More4apps products with Oracle

EBS and missed them greatly
when we went to Oracle Cloud, a

manager shared.

It is great to have these tools
available to us once again. They

are so much easier to use and
work with than the Oracle FBDIs

or ADFdis.



Support is quick to react to
any issues and open to
hearing suggestions or

thoughts on future additions,
one of the managers said. 

[The] product is constantly
evolving with new integrators

and access to new fields
being added all the time.

Using the More4apps ERP Cloud Toolbox Projects
Module gives the company team members the
power to efficiently download, modify, and
validate mass amounts of data before interfacing
and posting to Oracle.

Users can rapidly edit information with familiar,
user-friendly Excel functionality. The advanced
validation features, including pre-load validation
and intuitive error messaging, matched to exact
data, help users maintain accuracy while moving
fast to meet business timelines. In addition, the
ability to download information from Oracle gives
users a better view of current data configurations
and allows them to identify and correct
anomalies.

The More4apps Projects Module provides a
complete management system for project teams.
Beyond enabling the energy company to meet
month-end deadlines, it has streamlined the
entire project data process. Team members can
now complete mass updates in minutes or hours.

Without the Projects Module, many of these tasks
would have taken weeks and required numerous
FBDI and ADFdi templates. The work would have
been slow with a high risk for error, with some
information simply inaccessible through Oracle
FBDI or ADFdi.

MASSIVE TIME SAVINGS IN MAINTAINING
ORACLE PROJECTS
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Our customer can modify projects data
and processes that they would never
have touched without More4apps suite
of tools. These improvements have freed
up hundreds of hours of manual work in
maintaining Oracle projects. For
example, the company decided to add six
new project class codes for reporting.
More4apps software helped them to
populate the new codes on 25,000
existing projects in just one day.



We are able to do mass project updates in minutes/hours instead of
days/weeks, and have been able to make changes to projects to improve
manual processes that we wouldn’t have even considered doing without

this product.

More4apps equips organizations with a smarter,
more intuitive Excel-based interface for their
Oracle E-Business Suite or Fusion Cloud ERP data.

They are a global company with more than 34,000
end-users worldwide who have leveraged their
expertise for data cleanups and migrations, MDM,
financial tasks, projects, and more.

More4apps products directly connect to Oracle and
offer enhanced functionality like advanced data
validation, flexible layouts, single spreadsheet
views, and do not require IT customization or
ongoing upgrades. Trust in More4apps 20+ years of
experience for your Oracle ERP data needs.
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